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A breathtaking exploration of divine love in Christianity, Islam and Hinduismâ€•and the writings of

leading mystics from these traditionsâ€•culminating in a glorious universal path of love that is

illuminated equally by modern science and ancient wisdom.There is a unified call from all religions

for the human soul to follow a profound path of love that leads to union with God. Belonging to God

examines the commonalities in the scriptures, writings of key mystics and core practices of

Christianity, Islam and Hinduism in order to illuminate a clear universal path of divine love. It weaves

the common spiritual threads into an elegant theological framework, drawing on recent scientific

advances in fractal geometry and quantum physics to emphasize the transforming fire that burns on

every level from macrocosm to the microcosm, thereby uniting the human soul with the heart of

God. Combining decades of Eastern and Western contemplative practice with scientific research,

Belonging to God concludes with twelve principles of divine love that point toward a universal

spiritual path of the heart, both within and beyond the religions.Easy to comprehend and uplifting to

read, this interfaith journey will appeal to seekers of all faiths interested in the path of love that

bridges the world religions, as well as to believers within the Christian, Hindu and Islamic traditions

who are eager to learn exactly how their particular faith intersects in a deep way with other religions.

Belonging to God will also inspire students of perennial wisdom, comparative mysticism and the

new science, and the large number of "spiritual but not religious" seekers who yearn for a universal

path of divine love that honorsâ€•yet transcendsâ€•traditional religions.
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Even though this book is about "God" and I don't often use that religious term for the Absolute or the

Mystery or The Great Silence, it speaks to me profoundly. All the pieces floating in the puzzle of

inquiry towards understanding what IÃ¢Â€Â™ve gleaned from study- before, during and after

seminary; life experience as a mother/lover/wife and friend; innate knowing and intuition; Art,

Nature, Dreams, Travel and Ministry- settle into place in this scholarly yet amazingly readable and

clearly organized book. It stays on my bedside table along with Thoreau, Mary Oliver, John

OÃ¢Â€Â™Donohue, Rumi, St Francis, The Buddha and other diverse sources of inspiration and

spiritual guidance. Sometimes I reach for it and read at 3 AM! It occasionally stretches or confounds

me and I have to underline for future re-reading. Just as often it draws a smile of recognition

because I know what it's saying, even if I don't get some of the complex mathematical formulas

Physicist Will Keepin laces into the whole- affirming the direct knowing of mystics. This is most

exciting! Fresh perspective and language for the depth dimension. Belonging to God weaves

together kitchen table good sense, Scripture and Quantum Physics. It portrays a future that

embraces diversity within Oneness- beyond religious wars.

A wonderful explanation of how the Divine makes itself known and approachable in culturally distinct

ways that, at their heart, all say the same thing.
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